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THE CURE
INT. AN ABANDONED BOWLING ALLEY -- MOMENTS LATER
NEIL is standing, apprehensive while PROFESSOR SMITH stands in front of him.
NEIL
Professor?
(squinting)
Professor, are you there?
professor smith
Yes, Neil. I'm standing right in front of you.
NEIL
(stares for a second)
Oh, I didn't see you there.
PROFESSOR SMITH
Relax. No one knows we're here. Do you have the stuff?
NEIL
Yeah.
Neil pulls a small object from his back pocket. Professor Smith reaches for it.
NEIL
(pulls his hand away)
Fifty-fifty.
PROFESSOR SMITH
Fifty-fifty.
Neil reluctantly hands it over.
PROFESSOR SMITH
(looks it over curiously)
I can't believe you stole the cure for cancer.
NEIL
Yes. I had to personally fight like a million ninjas to get this, plus the ninja president. But we can't let this fall into the wrong hands.

PROFESSOR SMITH
Why is that?
NEIL
Because according to my research, the cure for cancer is highly addictive to robots.
PROFESSOR SMITH
Don't be a fool. Surely robots don't exist.
NEIL
That's what the university thinks. That's what I thought too. But robots are real. The Greys told me all about them. In fact, they're right here. And they obey my commands!
(points to Professor Smith)
Destroy him, my robots!
Hundreds of robots come in at once.
PROFESSOR SMITH
(looking around at the army of robots)
So many robots! You have betrayed me!
NEIL
Now that you know the secret about how there are robots, I'm afraid we cannot let you leave here alive in one piece unmurdered and able to live, unless...
PROFESSOR SMITH
Unless what, my good friend?
NEIL
We have one chance. But you must do exactly what I say.
PROFESSOR SMITH
Tell me.
NEIL
First, very quietly, you must give me the syrum... Now, robots! Kill him!
PROFESSOR SMITH
No! You have betrayed me again! 
(MORE)
PROFESSOR SMITH (CONT'D)
Why? Why has God made me so remarkably bad at sensing deception? Now with me gone, no one will be able to stop the dinosaur!
NEIL
I'm sorry, my friend, but the robots demand that no one can know their secrets and live more than very long.
PROFESSOR SMITH
Just... promise me one thing.
NEIL
Anything, my friend.
PROFESSOR SMITH
Promise me... you won't kill me.
NEIL
All right, professor. I suppose I owe you that much.
Neil pulls a gun and shoots him.
PROFESSOR SMITH
Ow... murdered by my trusted friend. I am not long for this world...
(slowly crumples to the floor)
I understand now... the riddle.
(coughs)
The answer was love.
Professor Smith dies.
NEIL
Robots... I should never have killed him. Now I must reap what I have sown. O cruel irony! This is so ironic, guys. I must atone for my shame. Robot seppuku!

Neil points his gun at his own head and pulls the trigger.

EVIL MEETING
INT. AN ABANDONED POLICE STATION -- EVENING
RAZOR and CRAB are sitting around a card table, playing a game that is actually impossible to play.
RAZOR
So then what happened?
CRAB
I punched his girlfriend in the face and then punched him in the face with his girlfriend's face.
RAZOR
Radical! That's nothing, though. Yesterday, I was walking home from robbing that senior's home.
CRAB
Oh yeah! Boss said that that was the most evil thing we ever did.
RAZOR
Yeah, but then this little kid dropped his ball and it rolled out into the street in front of my motorcycle.
CRAB
So you ran over it?
RAZOR
No, I picked it up and told him he had to trade his little brother for it. Then when he did, I punched his brain off!
CRAB
Awesome!
RAZOR
So what are you doing for Mother's Day?
CRAB
Punching her in the vagina.
RAZOR
That's what you did last year, man. You're so dumb.
CRAB
Shut up.

RAZOR
No, you shut up!
CRAB
No, you shut up!
RAZOR
I hate you more than I hate the environment.
CRAB
I hate you more than my mom's vagina!
RAZOR
Wait, did you hear that?
CRAB
It sounds like some kids playing outside.
RAZOR
Cool. I'll get the flamethrower.
CRAB
No, wait, man. That's too obvious.
RAZOR
No it isn't.
CRAB
What we need is a barrel of industrial solvent.
RAZOR
And then light them on fire?
CRAB
No, we pour it in a circle around them and light it on fire so they can't escape.
RAZOR
Then we throw cats at them.
CRAB
Yeah! And turtles! Then bee hives.
RAZOR
This is the best idea you've ever had.
CRAB
Then we can call them hurtful names.

RAZOR
Sounds good. Wait, that isn't little kids! It's robots!
CRAB
What is this? Poetic justice or something?
RAZOR
Shut up.
CRAB
No, you shut up!
RAZOR
Butt head!
CRAB
Butt head!
RAZOR
You're the butthead! Stupid butt!
CRAB
Butt head!
RAZOR
(points)
The robots! They're here!
CRAB
Holy fuckballs! Quick, fight the robots!
RAZOR
They're too hard to fight!
CRAB
Don't shoot us, robots!
RAZOR
If you let us live, we'll give you all the kids you can eat!
CRAB
Wait, Razor. What if the robots are justice robots here to punish us? We need to pretend to be good guys.
RAZOR
Shut up!
CRAB
No, wait! Robots, we are good guys! Stop fighting us!

RAZOR
Ow, they shot me in the neck!
CRAB
Why did you do that for? Now he can't talk!
RAZOR
Yeah, it's really hard!
CRAB
(grabs his chest)
Ow, my injuries!
RAZOR
Crab? Are you okay, Crab? Crab? Hey, man. You okay?
CRAB
Tell the boss! Quickly!
RAZOR
Okay. But it's hard to talk.

SHIT SANDWICHES
EXT. AN ABANDONED SOCCER FIELd -- DAY
ROGER is waiting expectantly in the open field. HENRIETTA rushes in out of breath.
HENRIETTA
(scared)
Oh shit sandwiches!
Roger
What is it, Henrietta, my best friend? You can tell me!
HENRIETTA
I just found out the news from my YouTube friend. A dinosaur from ten million years ago built a time machine and came forward in time and now it's eating people!
ROGER
Damn it! I knew dinosaurs were super-intelligent! Why wouldn't the university believe me? Why? Why? Why?
HENRIETTA
Roger...
ROGER
Why? Why?
HENRIETTA
Don't blame the university, Roger. They only knew what they knew, even though what they knew was wrong. Right now I need both of us to be strong for both of us.
ROGER
Everyone knows universities have great minds. And now those minds are going to be eaten by time-travelling dinosaurs. It would make me laugh but this is no laughing matter.
HENRIETTA
What was that?
Henrietta looks up to the sky.
ROGER
What? I didn't hear anything.
(MORE)
ROGER (CONT'D)
You must be hearing things. Wait, I heard it too! Perhaps we've both gone insane!
HENRIETTA
I don't think it's your imagination. It must be aliens!
ROGER
Aliens? They must be in on it! Quick, run!
HENRIETTA
Okay, but we have to act fast! Professor Smith is in that direction.
ROGER
Professor Smith is dead, but come on. We have to hurry!
(punches a bunch of aliens)
Help me fight these one hundred and fifty aliens!
HENRIETTA
(repeatedly punching)
How did Professor Smith die?
ROGER
He was killed, but it was a mystery. There's a rumour that robots did it.
HENRIETTA
Robots!? But I thought robots don't exist!
ROGER
That's what I thought too. But maybe the university was wrong. Just like they were wrong about dinosaurs! Come on! There's no time to lose!
HENRIETTA
Okay.
ROGER
Let's go.
HENRIETTA
Okay. Good idea.
ROGER and HENRIETTA leave.

exposition
INT. AN ABANDONED POOL HALL -- EVENING
SAM and KELLY are sitting behind an overturned pool table.
SAM
I can't believe we're hiding in an abandoned pool hall from aliens.
KELLY
I also cannot believe that, or that the aliens are killing everyone in sight. There are many things that are hard to believe.
SAM
Kelly, remember how last week I told you... I found out... that I was an android?
KELLY
How could I forget? You are my friend who works with me at a pharmaceutical company just trying to make a living a day at a time to raise your two kids in the ghetto.
SAM
Well, there's something else I didn't tell you.
KELLY
Sam, you can tell me anything, Sam. You are one of my friends, and you can tell me anything. I could really go for a hot dog right now.
SAM
That's just it. Not hot dogs, but... the act of consuming things. Kelly... I'm addicted to robot drugs.
KELLY
Don't worry about it, Sam. We're going to get through this. I too have not told you the whole truth.
SAM
What is it? Did the aliens kill your mother?
KELLY
Yes.
(suspiciously)
But how did you know about that?
SAM
I read your mind. I can read minds now.
KELLY
Then you know... that I slept with your sister.
SAM
It's okay. You didn't mean it.

THE BIG REVEAL
INT. AN ABANDONED HOTEL -- EVENING
JOSH and MARCY are the only people in a party. JOSH approaches MARCY.
JOSH
Hey, have we met?
MARCY
(friendly)
No! I'm Marcy.
JOSH
Nice to meet you, Marcy. I'm Josh. I'm Roger's friend.
MARCY
Oh, okay. It's too bad Roger was eaten by the dinosaur.
JOSH
Yeah.
MARCY
Josh...now that we're such good friends, I have something I need to tell you.
JOSH
Well, sure, Marcy. You can tell me anything. You know that.
MARCY
Josh... I'm pregnant.
JOSH
(thoughtful pause)
...is it mine?
MARCY
It's either yours, or Roger's.
JOSH
Unbelievable. How could Roger betray me like this?
MARCY
You don't have to worry, Josh. The important thing is how we feel about each other.
JOSH
I swear, if Roger hadn't been devoured by a dinosaur I'd be so pissed off at him right now!
MARCY
It's okay, Josh. Everything is going to be fine.
JOSH
Okay. But I hope this isn't an alien trick.
Marcy grabs her lower stomach and grunts.
MARCY
Ow!
JOSH
What is it?
MARCY
I'm going into labour! Josh... before this all happened I spoke to a psychic fortune teller who can see into the future and she told me my baby was going to be a pirate. Just like you!
JOSH
I'm so happy!

INVESTIGATION
EXT. aN ABANDONED CITY STREET -- NIGHT 
BARRY is smoking several cigarettes at once.
BARRY
(coughing)
Why am I smoking all these cigarettes?
He hears OFFICER DORFUS approaching and drops the cigs to the ground, putting them out with his foot.
OFFICER DORFUS
Barry?
BARRY
What can I do for you, Officer?
OFFICER DORFUS
Come on. The whole town's been looking for you.
BARRY
Yeah, well the whole town can lick my dad's dog's eyeballs.
OFFICER DORFUS
I have to ask you some questions, Barry. I don't like it, but my orders come down from the president... of ninjas.
barry
So spit it out, already. I'm late for my plans.
OFFICER DORFUS
Where were you on the night of the alien invasion?
BARRY
I was on East Drive, attending a Mind Your Own Business convention.
OFFICER DORFUS
Hey! The Mind Your Own Business convention was held on Oak Street!
BARRY
That's where it was going to be held, but after the dinosaur attacked we moved it to East Drive.

OFFICER DORFUS
Wait a minute. The streets between Oak Street and East Drive were closed.
BARRY
Yeah, that's why I walked through the park. Is this going to be long? My plans are about to happen and there'll be hell to pay if I miss out on my plans. Which are important, by the way.
OFFICER DORFUS
Just wait a minute. The park was where all the aliens were. Nobody got out of that area alive.
BARRY
The aliens spared my life because they saw I was no threat.
OFFICER DORFUS
How is that possible? I saw the aliens with my own eyes kill a whole family made up entirely of orphans.
BARRY
They spared me...
OFFICER DORFUS
And each one of them had only one leg!
(crying)
It was terrible.
BARRY
They spared me after they found out I was gay.
OFFICER DORFUS
Why would that matter?
BARRY
It means I can't produce offspring that would grow up to become soldiers in the alien war.
OFFICER DORFUS
Wait a minute. Just last week you were having sex with a woman on live TV during the superbowl.

BARRY
That was a trick. I was always secretly gay.
OFFICER DORFUS
But how could the aliens know that? Did they... make you do things?
BARRY
No! Don't be silly. They just scanned me with their alien scanners and saw that my blood contained the gay gene.
OFFICER DORFUS
That's preposterous! How would aliens even know what the gay gene looks like?
BARRY
Months ago before this damn war started...
OFFICER DORFUS
Damn this war!
BARRY
Months ago, the Earth ambassador to the aliens shared with them the secrets of human blood and that included isolation of the gay gene.
OFFICER DORFUS
And how exactly do you know about that? That was a secret summit! Even I don't know about it.
BARRY
It was on Wikileaks.
OFFICER DORFUS
Wikileaks was blown up by vampire terrorists!
BARRY
How did you know that?
OFFICER DORFUS
Because I filled out the police report on the incident.
BARRY
But it happened outside of your jurisdiction!

OFFICER DORFUS
I was called in for my expertise on vampires. But wait, you didn't answer my question.
BARRY
Sorry. What was the question again?
OFFICER DORFUS
...umm...
BARRY
...Wikileaks?
OFFICER DORFUS
Yes! Wikileaks was blown up by vampire terrorists! How could you read the report?
BARRY
Because it happened exactly fifteen minutes after the secret documents were released and that was enough time for me to find and read them the same day as the summit.
OFFICER DORFUS
Okay, your story checks out...
(sees something in Barry's jacket)
Wait, what's this?
OFFICER DORFUS reaches over and pulls a small vial from BARRY'S jacket pocket.
OFFICER DORFUS (CONT'D)
Robot drugs! Barry, you're under arrest.
BARRY
No! My plans!

MIND CONTROL
INT. AN ABANDONED SCHOOL -- AFTERNOON
PAUL is sitting, sulking. JULIA enters, looking around until she sees him.
PAUL
What do you want?
JULIA
We're all worried about you, Paul. You haven't eaten your dinner, and when we came to your apartment looking for you, your fishbowl and toilet were covered in blood and there was mayonnaise and relish on the ceiling.
PAUL
I just want to be alone, okay? I don't want to talk about it. I mean... I just never thought I'd feel this way about something... or someone. I mean... I killed all the Polish people. How do you do that? Every Polish person in the world is now dead because of me.
JULIA
Paul, don't worry about it.
PAUL
Maybe you're right, Julia. I don't know.
JULIA
You only did what you had to, to save the world from the dinosaur before it was too late.
PAUL
Look, I just need to stay by myself for the rest of my life and die horribly and alone and occasionally fight robots.
(sees blood dripping from her nose)
Besides, it looks like you have your own problems.
JULIA
My nose is bleeding again?

Julia wipes her nose.
JULIA
And all because the aliens were mind-controlling me! Paul, I'm scared! What if they turn me into a zombie?
PAUL
Shut up, dumbo.
JULIA
Paul!
PAUL
Sorry. I didn't mean that. I'm just so overcome with emotions!
JULIA
Oh...no, it's happening!
Julia reaches up at her chest.
PAUL
Golly goodness grief! My good gosh, woman, what the shit are you doing?
JULIA
The aliens are... mind-controlling me...
(grabs her chest and squeezes really hard)
Ow! Ow, this is so painful! Why is this happening?
PAUL
I see it now. The aliens won't stop!
(makes a gun with his fingers)
Bang!
JULIA
I am dead.
Julia goes limp.
PAUL
I'm sorry, Julia. It was the only way.
Paul turns to leave.
JULIA
Wait... Paul.
PAUL
You're alive?

JULIA
Yes, Paul. The aliens... they turned me into a zombie.
PAUL
Maybe that was their plan the whole time!
JULIA
(lunges towards him)
Brains!
PAUL
No! You can't have my brains!
JULIA
But I want them!
PAUL
What a predicament!

THE PAYOFF
EXT. AN ABANDONED ALIEN PLANET -- MORNING
ROGER and JANET are exploring a cave
JANET
This cave is gigantic. I've never seen one like it on Earth.
ROGER
You're right. This planet is like one big cave. It's a good thing we can breathe on this planet because I didn't bring any air.
(sighs)
What was I thinking?
JANET
I have to admit, it was hard holding my breath all the way through space that whole time.
ROGER
You're right. I was so stupid!
JANET
Roger, that's enough. You had no way of knowing.
ROGER
I guess not.
JANET
You've been through so much. What with Julia turning into a zombie and the dinosaur eating you. And all those ninjas that you have to fight all the time. Just be glad that the university went back in time and prevented you from being eaten by the dinosaur.
Julia reaches for a loose tree branch.
JANET
What is this?
ROGER
Don't touch that! I happen to know science and that branch is tipped with ammonium acid sulphate resin liquid goo.
JANET
Oh dear!

ROGER
The aliens must have put it there as a trap.
JANET
Them or the robots.
ROGER
You don't really believe all that stuff about robots, do you, Janet?
JANET
Why, of course! They wiped out almost all of the human civilization. You and I are the only humans left and the only hope of defeating these aliens!
ROGER
I still say that robots are an urban myth.
JANET
Roger, listen to me. Just a few weeks ago, I was attacked by the dinosaur and, it... something was injected inside of me.
ROGER
Don't be so worried. It was probably just a minor inoculation.
JANET
No, Roger! It wasn't... I'm mutating. And by the next full moon, I'll be a robot myself.
ROGER
That can't be true! I know science and I don't believe it!
JANET
It's true, Roger. And the only cure is the blood of a vampire.
ROGER
A vampire? But vampires have been extinct for millions of years!
JANET
We have a time machine, Roger. We can go back and we can do it.
ROGER
But... the time machine is back on Earth.

JANET
We have to go back for it, Roger.
ROGER
But the Earth is no more. It was destroyed! By the time machine!
JANET
Wait, what's that?
(listens carefully)
The aliens. They're here!
ROGER
(repeatedly punches the aliens)
I think I can understand their language.
JANET
(punching aliens)
Roger, they said they're going to kill us!
ROGER
I know, Janet! I told you, I know science.
JANET
(kicks an alien)
Hah!
ROGER
Whoa, was that a quadruple back flip kick?
JANET
I guess you never went to spy college.
ROGER
Yes, I did, but this is no joking matter. Do you have any throwing knives left?
JANET
Just one.
ROGER
(takes the knife from Janet)
It'll have to do.
Roger throws the knife, which kills all the aliens immediately.
JANET
You did it! 
(MORE)
JANET (CONT'D)
You killed all the aliens in one throw! How did you do that?
ROGER
(rubs his chin)
I suspect the aliens have a natural magnetic attraction so the knife flew into all of them in a row.
JANET
Wait, Roger. One of them is still alive. And he's wearing an angry sweater.
ROGER
I recognize that sweater. Run for it, Janet! I'll try to protect you...
(gets shot)
Urggh. Ow. My bodily organs and fluids!
JANET
Roger, I love you!
ROGER
Janet... I... just want to be friends.
JANET
Of course, Roger! Of course I'm your friend.
ROGER
Use the time machine, Janet. I'm... gonna explode.
JANET
No!
ROGER
I'm exploding, Janet.
(gasps)
I just exploded. Are you all right?
JANET
I'm fine, Roger. But what about you?
ROGER
Don't worry about me. I'm done for. You... you were right about the robots, Janet.
JANET
I was?

ROGER
I think so.
JANET
Oh.
ROGER
Now it's up to you to save Earth.
JANET
I'll do it for you, Roger. And for America. And Ulysses S. Rockefeller! I'm...
(looks at her hands)
It's happening, Roger. I'm turning... into... beep beep, I am a robot. Input words.
ROGER
We're doomed.
JANET
Unknown command: "We're doomed." Does not robot.
ROGER
Wait! The dinosaur!
JANET
Beep beep. The dinosaur is killing the aliens.
ROGER
He was on our side the whole time! If only you were here and not a robot.
JANET
Bloop. I am a robot but I am still your friend.
ROGER
I know, Janet. I know.
(looks directly at the camera)
The end.
JANET
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